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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The United States electoral process, and indeed American democracy itself, is under great stress.

Over the last two decades, hyperpolarized politics and very close elections have led to fights over election rules and controversy over the administration of U.S. elections. The emergence of these “voting wars” has caused some people, especially those on the losing end of election battles, to question the fairness and integrity of the systems and rules used for conducting elections and tabulating results. This crisis of confidence emerged even as election administration has become more professionalized and even after some of the worst-performing voting systems were taken out of service.

Concerns about election fairness and legitimacy exploded during and after the 2020 elections. That election was conducted during a worldwide COVID-19 pandemic and as one of the two major presidential candidates, Donald J. Trump, repeatedly made false and unsubstantiated claims against the integrity of the electoral process. After losing the election, Trump and his allies engaged in an unprecedented series of maneuvers in an unsuccessful attempt to overturn the 2020 U.S. presidential results. All reliable evidence indicates that the election was conducted without widespread fraud or irregularities under difficult circumstances.

"No longer can we take for granted that people will accept election results as legitimate."

Contention around the 2020 election led to a violent attack at the United States Capitol, leaving 4 dead and 140 law enforcement officers injured. Continued disagreement about election integrity led to threats and attacks against public officials and widespread concern over the conduct of the upcoming 2024 elections. It has also raised a new potential “insider threat” of election workers or officials attempting to sabotage results.

Although the crisis of confidence flourishes today more on the right side of the political spectrum, it is easy to see how policies or events in the 2024 election cycle could lead to a crisis in confidence on the left, even if the 2024 elections are conducted fairly. No longer can we take for granted that people will accept election results as legitimate. The United States faces continued threats to peaceful transitions of power after election authorities (or courts) have declared a presidential election winner.

The United States election process also faces other serious challenges. Jurisdictions vary in their voting policies, which sometimes triggers contentious fights. Unlike most other advanced democracies using nationalized elections with uniform procedures and machinery, elections in the United States are administered at the local level, meaning thousands of different electoral jurisdictions must conduct 51 simultaneous elections for president ending on a single day in November. Most election administrators in the United States do an admirable job often under severe budget constraints, but occasional election administrator incompetence and changes in election rules and technology contribute to concerns that the elections will not be run in a fair way and will not be perceived to have produced a clear winner and a legitimate result. Variation and fragmentation of authority leave ample room for litigation in the case of close election results.
Further, inadequate public funding of elections is a perennial problem, exacerbated by controversy over private election grants during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic and election.

The election information environment provides its own challenges. Technological and economic change in recent years has made it harder for voters to get reliable political information, and bad actors, both foreign and domestic, abound in cyberspace.

The continuing crisis over election legitimacy and fairness raises issues in law, media, politics and norms, and tech. Solutions must be not only interdisciplinary but also broadly acceptable across the political spectrum. Generating change in politically diverse communities and by legislative leaders from both sides of the aisle requires finding areas of consensus and agreement.

"Solutions must be not only interdisciplinary but also broadly acceptable across the political spectrum."

Recognizing the need for multifaceted and cross-ideological solutions to the issue of the legitimacy and acceptance of fair election results in the United States, Richard L. Hasen, Professor of Law and Political Science and director of UCLA Law’s Safeguarding Democracy Project, convened both a conference and an ad hoc committee made up of 24 diverse, prominent scholars and leaders to tackle these issues from an interdisciplinary perspective.

After public meetings and further online deliberations, this Committee makes the following 24 recommendations for immediate change that should be implemented to increase the fairness and help bolster the legitimacy of the 2024 elections. These recommendation are aimed collectively at assuring access to the ballot for all eligible voters, protecting election integrity, and enhancing the public’s confidence in the fairness of the election and the accuracy of the results.

The recommendations listed below call for specific action from legislators on the federal, state, and local levels; journalists and editors; tech companies; and civic leaders, nonprofit organizations, citizens, and social media influencers.

LEGAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2024

Recommendation 1
Those who write rules governing the electoral process should ensure that they are clear before the process starts, and promote early resolution of election-related disputes when feasible.

Recommendation 2
States should adopt permanent, general election emergency statutes to protect the right to vote.

Recommendation 3
States should strengthen laws to protect election officials from violence, threats of violence, and intimidation, and alleviate unnecessary burdens on such officials.

Recommendation 4
States should promote transparency and security in the electoral process.

Recommendation 5
States should reduce opportunities for baseless conspiracy theories by promoting rapid determination of election results while ensuring ample and robust voting opportunities for all eligible voters.

* This report of the Ad Hoc Committee for 2024 Election Fairness and Legitimacy represents the personal views of its members in their personal capacities. Members do not speak for their employers, organizations, or funders. The views expressed here are those of the Committee members and do not represent the views of the Safeguarding Democracy Project as an organization or its funders.
Recommendation 6
States should reform election administration to ensure ample and robust voting opportunities for all eligible voters and promote public confidence in the electoral process.

Recommendation 7
Congress and the states should ensure adequate public funding for elections and fair, non-partisan allocation of any emergency private funding.

MEDIA AND SOCIAL MEDIA RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2024

Recommendation 8
News organizations and nonprofits should fund, develop, and implement training workshops to improve reporters’ understanding of election processes and relevant election law, and to help develop relationships between election professionals and journalists. Special attention should be paid to helping local and non-English language news outlets.

Recommendation 9
The media should make a special effort to inform the public about the process of counting ballots and when the public should expect complete results, framing incomplete results as “too early to call” rather than as one candidate being “in the lead.”

Recommendation 10
Journalists should continue prioritizing accuracy over false equivalence in their coverage of election-related issues and disputes. When reporting on demonstrably false claims, journalists should use the “truth sandwich” approach — i.e., start with the facts, describe the false claim, and then explain why the claim is inaccurate.

Recommendation 11
Social media and website platforms should preserve their capacity to address false information about when, where, and how people vote and other threats to free and fair elections by maintaining policy and trust and safety teams, fact-checking programs, voter and election information centers, and transparency reports and tools. They should do so while recognizing the importance of robust political speech in a democracy.

Recommendation 12
Platforms should provide regular transparency and risk assessment reporting in the context of U.S. elections.

POLITICS AND NORMS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2024

Recommendation 13
Election officials, government leaders, and others should embrace the democratic principle that all eligible voters, and only eligible voters, should be able to register and vote in a fair election free of intimidation with orderly vote counting. Should unexpected events occur during elections, they should rely as much as possible on existing election rules and infrastructure to run elections. If new measures must be taken, they must honor the principle of allowing all and only eligible voters to vote freely and fairly.

Recommendation 14
Losers of fair elections should quickly accept election results. Challenges to election results should only be undertaken pursuant to state and local rules for recounts or contests or under state or federal statutory or constitutional law when there is clear and convincing evidence that democratic principles have been violated. Should post-election disputes arise, they should be resolved consistent with fair election principles, established and trusted practices, and in good faith.

Recommendation 15
Nonprofit organizations and foundations should establish an independent bipartisan commission well before the election to gather and amplify prominent pro-democracy voices warning against the erosion of core democratic norms. The Commission should alert
the public to instances of democratic erosion, encourage candidates and other political actors to embrace pro-democracy norms, and weigh in post-election, if necessary, to promote resolution of election disputes in a manner that is consistent with democratic principles.

Recommendation 16
Threats to the administration of elections, from pandemics to natural disasters such as hurricanes, significantly increase the costs of elections. Congress and states should create escrowed funds to deal with increased election costs that might be incurred in the future.

TECH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2024

Recommendation 17
Election administrators should review and strengthen measures to secure election systems against insider threats, such as mandatory background checks for vendors and staff with access to critical systems, access controls, and robust chain-of-custody procedures.

Recommendation 18
Election administrators should implement commonsense security and transparency measures that could help to bolster public confidence in elections, including enhanced ballot tracking systems that monitor the delivery, return, and processing of ballots; tools to allow voters to update missing information on ballot envelopes; post-election audits; and measures such as robust electronic pollbook systems and vote centers that aid in shortening the canvass (vote-counting) period.

Recommendation 19
Election officials should avoid and prohibit the use of electronic ballot return, except for voters who have no other means at all of returning a voted paper ballot.

Recommendation 20
In jurisdictions of over 1000 voters, paper ballots should be tabulated by optical-scan computers; ballots should be tabulated in smaller jurisdictions either by optical-scan computers or by hand counting. Post-election audits should be conducted by human inspection of the human-readable portions of the paper ballots.

Recommendation 21
Where state laws allow citizens to request recounts, election administrators should organize procedures in advance to make manual recounts of paper ballots substantively available at reasonable cost.

Recommendation 22
For states that voluntarily agree, the U.S. Election Assistance Commission should build an online tool to allow paperless voter registration for all eligible voters using the National Voter Registration Form.

Recommendation 23
Election officials should obtain a .gov domain for an authenticated internet presence.

Recommendation 24
Federal agencies should prepare election officials and voters to respond to artificial intelligence risks in 2024 and invest in technological innovation to defend against AI-enhanced cyberattacks on election infrastructure.
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BACKGROUND

The State of U.S. Elections and Voters’ Confidence in Election Results

The United States electoral process, and indeed American democracy itself, is under great stress.

Over the last two decades, hyperpolarized politics and very close elections have led to fights over election rules. The emergence of these “voting wars” has caused some people, especially those on the losing end of election battles, to question the fairness and integrity of the systems and rules used for conducting elections and tabulating results. This crisis of confidence emerged even as election administration has become more professionalized and even after some of the worst-performing voting systems, such as machines using punch card ballots, were taken out of service. Some replacement voting technologies that have been introduced in recent years raise new security challenges.1

Concerns about election fairness and legitimacy exploded during and after the 2020 elections. That election was conducted during a worldwide COVID-19 pandemic and as one of the two major presidential candidates, Donald J. Trump, repeatedly made false and unsubstantiated claims against the integrity of the electoral process. After losing the election, Trump and his allies engaged in an unprecedented series of maneuvers in an unsuccessful attempt to overturn the 2020 U.S. presidential results.2 All reliable evidence indicates that the election was conducted without widespread fraud or irregularities under difficult circumstances.3

Contention around the 2020 election led to a violent attack at the United States Capitol, leaving 4 dead and 140 law enforcement officers injured. Continued disagreement about election integrity led to threats and attacks against public officials and widespread concern over the conduct of the upcoming 2024 elections. It has also raised a new potential “insider threat” of election workers or officials attempting to sabotage results.

Although the crisis of confidence flourishes today more on the right side of the political spectrum, it is easy to see how policies or events in the 2024 election cycle could lead to a crisis in confidence on the left, even if the 2024 elections are conducted fairly. No longer can we take for granted that people will accept election results as legitimate. The United States faces continued threats to peaceful transitions of power after election authorities (or courts) have declared a presidential election winner.

The United States election process also faces other serious challenges. Jurisdictions vary in their voting policies, which sometimes triggers contentious fights. Unlike most other advanced democracies using nationalized elections with uniform procedures and machinery, elections in the United States are administered at the local level, meaning thousands of different electoral jurisdictions must conduct 51 simultaneous elections for President ending on a single day in November. Most election administrators in the United States do an admirable job often under severe budget constraints, but occasional election administrator incompetence and changes in election rules and technology contribute to concerns that the elections will not be run in a fair way and will not be perceived to have produced a clear winner and a legitimate result. Variation and fragmentation of authority leave ample room for litigation in the case of close election results.

As described below, inadequate public funding is a perennial problem. Voting technology requires maintenance and periodic updating; elections are expensive endeavors. During the 2020 pandemic, costs for running safe and fair elections rose sharply, but Congress and the states did not provide sufficient adequate additional funding. Private foundations stepped up to fill the gap, providing hundreds of millions in additional funding to support election administration activities. These efforts themselves engendered controversy, with some Trump supporters claiming that the aid to election administration was directed to help Democratic-leaning counties. A number of jurisdictions recently barred private funding for election administration in future elections, but they generally have not increased available public funding to make up for potential shortfalls.

The election information environment creates its own challenges. Technological and economic change in recent
years has made it harder for voters to get reliable political information. The rise of social media and the decline of local journalism have both undermined traditional sources of information for voters and enabled the spread of false information about elections, campaigns, politicians, and the state of the world more generally. The potential use of AI in campaigns raises new threats for the information environment. Some scholars who have studied and warned of election disinformation in 2020 have themselves been attacked and unfairly accused of “election interference.”

The Need for Multifaceted and Cross-Ideological Solutions

The reasons for growing voter concern about the fairness and legitimacy of the U.S. election process are multifaceted, raising issues in law, media, politics and norms, and tech. This means that solutions to bolster American confidence in the fairness and accuracy of the elections must be multifaceted as well, drawing upon expertise in diverse areas.

Solutions must be not only interdisciplinary but also broadly acceptable across the political spectrum. Generating change in politically diverse communities and by legislative leaders from across the political aisle requires finding areas of consensus and agreement. In the current hyperpolarized atmosphere with election administration itself a political issue, achieving such agreement requires hard work and compromise.

The Work of the Ad Hoc Committee

This report of the Ad Hoc Committee for 2024 Election Fairness and Legitimacy is both multifaceted and cross-ideological, presenting 24 recommendations across four distinct areas: law, media, politics and norms, and tech.

This report builds upon the work of an earlier ad hoc committee. Professor Richard L. Hasen, then of UC Irvine, convened a conference on February 28, 2020, entitled: “Can American Democracy Survive the 2020 Elections?” An ad hoc committee met after the conference, just as the COVID-19 pandemic was reaching the United States. After extensive deliberations, the committee issued its report in April 2020, Fair Elections During a Crisis: Urgent Recommendations in Law, Media, Politics, and Tech to Advance the Legitimacy of, and the Public’s Confidence in, the November 2020 U.S. Elections. Hasen chaired a new ad hoc committee focused on the 2024 elections. The Committee contains some overlapping members from the 2020 committee and some new members. The Committee’s 24 members began deliberating at a meeting immediately after the conference.

Following an initial meeting, the four subgroups in law, media and social media, politics and norms, and tech each discussed and wrote up their draft recommendations over many months, and Hasen then integrated the four subgroup reports into a larger draft report. Committee members then gave feedback on the draft report. The final recommendations in each of the four areas are set out in this final report.

This report of the Ad Hoc Committee for 2024 Election Fairness and Legitimacy represents the personal views of its members in their personal capacities. Members do not speak for their employers, organizations, or funders. The views expressed here are those of the Committee members and do not represent the views of the Safeguarding Democracy Project as an organization or its funders.
24 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE 2024 ELECTIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

LEGAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2024

RECOMMENDATION 1

Those who write rules governing the electoral process should ensure that they are clear before the process starts, and promote early resolution of election-related disputes when feasible.

Public trust in the 2024 election could be greatly bolstered by ensuring that the rules governing the election are established and clear well before the voting period starts, and that disputes relating to the election or electoral process are resolved as early as possible. Early resolution of disputes increases the likelihood that they will be resolved fairly, based on legal rather than political considerations, because the specific beneficiaries of various potential outcomes will probably not yet be known definitively. Voters also may be more likely to accept the determination of an administrator, court, or other decisionmaker as legitimate when the outcome of a particular contested race does not directly hinge on such a determination. In addition, early dispute resolution allows issues to be researched and briefed more thoroughly and gives decisionmakers time to calmly and dispassionately consider the matter outside the rushed, harried, and politically charged atmosphere of a contested election.

Moreover, when a resolution is reached well in advance of an election, election officials and voters have more of an opportunity to familiarize themselves with the new rules or procedures, reducing the risk of mistake or confusion. And when plaintiffs file well before voting is imminent, the so-called Purcell Principle— which has evolved from the application of traditional equitable principles on a case-by-case basis into a significantly stronger admonition against granting election-related relief shortly before a voting period commences— will not bar federal courts from granting relief. Resolving important legal issues well in advance of an election eliminates the need for courts to weigh the potential negative impact of last-minute changes when crafting relief.

“Early resolution of disputes increases the likelihood that they will be resolved fairly, based on legal rather than political considerations, because the specific beneficiaries of various potential outcomes will probably not yet be definitively known.”

Early in 2024, election officials, state attorneys general, and other appropriate decisionmakers should issue regulations or legal guidance to clarify ambiguous provisions, fill interstitial gaps, or otherwise resolve areas of uncertainty regarding their state’s electoral process. For example, many statutes governing the authority of county- and state-level canvasses are brief and frequently fail to identify limits on canvassers’ authority. Canvassers have taken advantage of such laws in recent years to attempt to reject valid election results for frivolous reasons. Similarly, though Congress has made substantial progress by enacting the Electoral Count Reform Act, it should adopt a statute or joint resolution expressly addressing issues about which the ECRA remains silent to further reduce opportunities for mischief. Potential revisions include identifying the circumstances under which Congress may reject electoral votes may be rejected as not “regularly given,” and specifying the rules governing late cast electoral votes, “faithless” votes (particularly in states that either do not bind their electors or whose binding laws do not expressly empower state officials to reject “faithless” electoral votes), or votes for deceased or imprisoned candidates.

Political parties, candidates, and third-party groups should be encouraged to bring any litigation challenging the validity of an election statute or regulation as far in advance of the election as practicable. Courts should facilitate such early challenges, including pre-enforcement challenges, as necessary by lenient applications of standing (for litigants who face the threat of concrete injury from a challenged legal provision) and ripeness doctrines. Justiciability requirements should not be construed to require such litigation to be brought close to, or during, the voting period for the election. Reducing potential barriers to pre-election litigation in this manner also puts courts in a better position to
reject unnecessarily belated post-election challenges to votes that have already been cast.

Along those lines, courts could further encourage timely litigation through doctrines prohibiting plaintiffs who could have sued earlier from bringing post-election challenges to the validity of votes that were cast in accordance with legal provisions or court orders in effect during the election. Courts may invoke laches—a doctrine giving courts discretion to reject suits when a plaintiff waits too long to sue—to bar plaintiffs from seeking injunctions or other forms of equitable relief on the grounds those plaintiffs prejudiced the defendant election officials, as well as voters, by unnecessarily waiting until after the election to pursue their claims. Courts may also invoke equitable considerations, such as the “balance of hardships” and “public interest” factors in the test for injunctive relief, in lawsuits that were unnecessarily delayed until after an election as a basis for refusing to issue injunctions invalidating votes.

Disputes around candidate eligibility likewise should be resolved at the earliest opportunity—if possible, before a candidate’s name appears on the ballot, and especially before the candidate prevails. There would be a substantial likelihood of public unrest if Congress were to determine that the winning presidential candidate were constitutionally disqualified from serving and refuse to count electoral votes for that person.

This issue may have particular salience for the 2024 presidential election. Section 3 of the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits any federal or state officer who swore to support the Constitution and subsequently engaged in “insurrection or rebellion” against the United States, or gave “aid or comfort to the enemies thereof,” from holding civil office under the United States. This provision raises a range of unsettled legal questions. The possibility of major post-election unrest might be substantially reduced if any uncertainty about candidates’ potential disqualifications under § 3 of the 14th Amendment were resolved well in advance of the election. It may be possible for election officials or state courts to entertain ballot-access challenges under § 3 of the Fourteenth Amendment to potential presidential candidates. Scholarly debate exists, however, as to whether Congress would have to enact a statute to authorize such challenges, as well as whether either Congress’ constitutional prerogatives or federalism-related concerns arising from the national nature of modern presidential elections would preclude potentially inconsistent state-by-state qualification determinations to exclude a candidate from a presidential preference primary ballot or general election ballot.

The possibility of major post-election unrest might be substantially reduced if any uncertainty about candidates’ potential disqualifications under § 3 of the 14th Amendment were resolved well in advance of the election.”

Recommendation 2

States should adopt permanent, general election emergency statutes to protect the right to vote.

Most election reform discussions tend to focus on the rules that generally govern the electoral process. States should also enact general, permanent election emergency laws to ensure election officials have the authority necessary to conduct elections despite unexpected contingencies such as natural disasters, pandemics, terrorist attacks, or other calamities. States respond to emergencies that impact the electoral process in a range of ways. Many states require election officials to develop plans for addressing emergencies or delegate to them the authority to act, either on their own or with the approval of the legislature or court, to modify election rules under such circumstances.

In recent years, some states have been going even further by enacting election modification laws that allow officials to take designated steps to modify or suspend particular rules or procedures in the electoral process when a natural disaster or other crisis has made it impracticable or too dangerous to apply the standard procedures. Virtually every state has laws authorizing emergency departures from certain discrete rules, such as statutes allowing election officials to relocate polling places that become inaccessible or unusable due to a disaster or to use paper ballots when electronic equipment becomes inoperable. Beyond such narrow statutes, some states allow election officials to suspend restrictions or requirements for absentee voting during emergencies, modify residency restrictions for voter eligibility or ballot-access requirements for potential candidates, or conduct voting outdoors. Several states adopt a different approach, instead allowing election officials to postpone certain kinds
of elections—ranging from only local or special elections to all races other than federal general elections—during emergencies.36

States should adopt permanent election emergency statutes to clarify which officials have authority to determine that an election emergency has occurred, and specify the measures various actors may take to ensure that unexpected disasters do not undermine the electoral process or violate people’s constitutional right to vote. Existing election emergency laws, scholarly analysis, and model frameworks can provide helpful guidance for states seeking to craft such statutes. States should consider forming an independent non-partisan commission with diverse representation, including election officials, public health officers, election security experts, emergency responders, disability advocates, the state National Guard, computer scientists or other networking experts, and others of varying backgrounds to make recommendations concerning a general election emergency law to ensure that it could not be used to disenfranchise voters or increase burdens on voters.

Carefully drafted statutes would eliminate disputes or uncertainty over the scope of election officials’ power or the legitimacy of their actions. Such election emergency laws should empower election officials to authorize a wide range of secure alternate voting procedures so they are able to respond to a broad range of unpredictable threats. By authorizing modifications to various election-related procedures or requirements through clearly specified processes and under specific circumstances in advance of a particular crisis or election, a legislature can reduce the concern that such modifications would be made for political purposes. Empowering election officials to adequately address unexpected crises will also reduce the need for ad hoc emergency litigation, which puts courts in the position to impose their own remedies, often at the behest of a partisan campaign or political party, in the midst of an ongoing emergency as a matter of constitutional law.37

By authorizing modifications to various election-related procedures or requirements through clearly specified processes and under specific circumstances in advance of a particular crisis or election, a legislature can reduce the concern that such modifications would be made for political purposes.”

These statutes should authorize modifications to each stage of the electoral process, including candidate qualification, voter residency requirements, absentee voting eligibility (for states that employ for-cause voting), and polling place locations and procedures. Legislatures should likewise consider what “red lines” to include, identifying measures election officials are barred from taking, even during a declared emergency. Expressly prohibiting the return of completed ballots via the Internet, for example, is one such “red line.” North Carolina offers another example of a red line, though we do not take a position on the particular policies it precludes. North Carolina law empowers the Executive Director of the State Board of Elections authority to “conduct an election” in any district where a natural disaster disrupts the normal schedule,38 but specifies that the Director “[u]nder no circumstances” may either send absentee ballots to voters who failed to submit valid request forms or require the election to be conducted “using all mail-in ballots.”39 Virginia, by comparison, allows the Commissioner of Elections to “designate alternative methods and procedures” for requesting and returning absentee ballots during a declared emergency, but prohibits the Commissioner from “authoriz[ing] the counting of any absentee ballot returned after the polls have closed.”40

In crafting election emergency statutes, states should consider whether they wish to allow election officials to exercise emergency authority on their own, or instead require them to seek court approval. Such statutes should also require election officials to address emergencies primarily by modifying the rules governing the conduct of the election. Postponing the election or extending the deadline by which ballots must be returned or other deadlines voters have had ample opportunity to satisfy are more extreme remedies that should be reserved only for extreme situations where other types of modifications would be insufficient to allow the election to proceed.41 Moreover, in federal elections, federal law might constrain the power of a state to change the date
of the election. States should also consider establishing, in advance, a procedure or remedy to address a disaster close to, on, or shortly after Election Day that causes the destruction of completed absentee ballots that have not yet been tallied.

Recommendation 3

States should strengthen laws to protect election officials from violence, threats of violence, and intimidation, and alleviate unnecessary burdens on such officials.

Since the 2020 election, election officials throughout the nation have faced increasingly more frequent threats of physical violence. According to one recent poll, nearly one-third of election officials have been “harassed, abused, or threatened.” These threats have led unusually high numbers of election officials from various jurisdictions to resign. Less than three months before the 2022 primaries, for example, all three employees of the Gillespie County elections office resigned due to “threats and even stalking.” At nearly the same time, the County Recorder and Elections Director for Yavapai County, Arizona, quit for the same reasons. Ruby Freeman and Wandrea “Shaye” Moss, two Georgia election workers, falsely accused by Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani of engaging in fraud in connection with the 2020 U.S. presidential election, have faced threats and sued for defamation. Nationwide, approximately 20% of local election officials have stated they may quit before the 2024 election in response to such threats, which would lead to substantial losses of institutional knowledge.

States should strengthen laws prohibiting threats against, and harassment of, election officials, while also ensuring vigorous enforcement of existing restrictions. Election officials are entitled to perform their job safely, and states have a strong interest in retaining experienced personnel who are able to help ensure elections run smoothly. Moreover, qualified candidates will not choose to become election officials or otherwise assist with the electoral process if such service will attract threats to themselves or their families. Failing to investigate threats and prosecute offenders will likely embolden offenders and encourage others to engage in similar behavior, further jeopardizing our electoral system.

“Failing to investigate threats and prosecute offenders will likely embolden offenders and encourage others to engage in similar behavior, further jeopardizing our electoral system.”

States may further protect election officials in a range of other, less direct ways. For example, election officials’ home address should be treated as confidential information in voter registration records and for purposes of the state’s freedom of information statutes. In many jurisdictions, the address information for judges and certain other officials already receives such protection. States should also permit election officials who have been subjected to credible threats to use election-related funding to purchase and maintain home security systems to protect themselves and their families. They should also make resources available to enable police officers or security guards to be posted at election offices when such credible threats have occurred, for the safety of both election officials and voters. When law enforcement is present at polling places, safeguards should be put in place to ensure that their presence does not have a deterrent or intimidating effect on voters seeking to lawfully cast ballots, including voters of color who had been the target of earlier efforts.

In addition to addressing threats of physical violence, states may alleviate unnecessary burdens on election officials in a range of other ways. For example, some states in recent years have enacted laws that punish, or increase the penalties for, election officials who violate the state election code. While criminal laws have long prohibited intentional misconduct by election officials, states should reform their election codes as necessary to ensure that election officials are not punished for unintentional mistakes or even ordinary negligence in good-faith attempts to perform their duties. Election officials’ errors or incompetence generally should be handled through administrative and internal disciplinary or employment-related channels rather than the criminal justice system. States will find it difficult to hire or retain the most qualified personnel if election officials face a risk of substantial criminal penalties for innocent mistakes that occur in the course of their work.
Recommendation 4

States should promote transparency and security in the electoral process.

Because election officials have such important responsibilities, as well as access to information and systems which could be abused to undermine the electoral process, governmental entities at all levels should be cautious about who is hired to serve in these important positions. States should take reasonable steps to protect against “insider” threats by ensuring that the people they hire support the work of their offices and do not seek to sabotage or undermine it. (See Recommendation 17 for more specific recommendations.)

Beyond the hiring stage, the processes and procedures that election officials follow to administer the election should also be revisited with potential “insider” threats in mind. As the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency explains, “handling ballots in teams of two,” “robust chain-of-custody procedures,” and “the presence of observers during voting and counting” are all examples of procedures “designed with insider threat mitigation in mind.”

Greater transparency throughout each stage of the electoral process may also help to both bolster public confidence in the electoral process and reduce at least some threats to election officials. Granting members of the public opportunities to meaningfully observe important steps in the electoral process while preserving voter privacy—such as confirming voter identity, determining whether individuals have already cast a ballot, engaging in signature verification, or processing ballots through tabulators—can make it more difficult for fabricated conspiracy theories or other misinformation to spread.

States should provide ample opportunities for political parties and others to send trained poll watchers to observe election operations. Local election officials should have the authority to call for the immediate removal of any poll watchers—including those from a different region of the state—who disrupt the electoral process or illegally intimidate voters, disqualify such individuals from future service, and recommend potential prosecution where appropriate. Livestreaming election operations where reasonably possible may bolster public confidence even further by allowing the average voter to see for themselves election officials’ diligence and care. In short, enhancing both security for election officials and the transparency of the electoral process will enhance the likelihood that the 2024 election runs smoothly and make it more difficult for disappointed candidates to maintain baseless challenges to its results.

Recommendation 5

States should reduce opportunities for baseless conspiracy theories by promoting rapid determination of election results while ensuring ample and robust voting opportunities for all eligible voters.

States should reform their election administration procedures to enable election officials to accurately determine unofficial election results as soon as reasonably possible following the close of polls on Election Day, while ensuring all eligible voters have ample and robust opportunities to cast their ballots. Lengthy delays in announcing unofficial election results are a substantial contributing factor to baseless conspiracy theories about election fraud, undermining public confidence in the electoral process, and unnecessarily increasing the likelihood of post-election unrest. The risk of perceived impropriety is exacerbated by the fact that, for a variety of reasons, changes in the apparent results of an election between the interim unofficial tally on Election Night and the final tally have systematically benefited Democratic candidates in recent years; researchers call this phenomenon the “blue shift.” But no matter which party’s candidates benefit, lengthy delays in determining electoral outcomes run a significant risk of causing the losing candidate’s supporters to become suspicious that improprieties have occurred, even when tallying is conducted entirely in accordance with the law.

States may adopt measures to avoid unnecessarily long delays in determining election results while preserving robust opportunities to vote for all members of the electorate, including members of historically marginalized groups.

In Arizona’s 2018 U.S. Senate election, for example, Republican candidate Martha McSally held a 14,000 vote lead over Democrat Krysten Sinema as of Election Night. By the following Monday, nearly a half-million additional votes had been counted and Sinema prevailed by a 38,000-vote margin. Notwithstanding efforts to educate the public about the need for lengthy vote-counting periods, such systematic changes in ballot tallies will contribute to partisan distrust of the electoral process and fuel conspiracy theories. States may adopt measures to avoid unnecessarily long delays in determining election results while preserving robust opportunities to vote for all members of the electorate, including members of historically marginalized groups.
States should provide ample and robust opportunities for voting in a variety of ways, including early voting, absentee voting, and Election Day voting. They should nevertheless encourage voters to take advantage, if they are able, of casting their ballots in person during the early voting period or on Election Day. Voting in person ensures a voter’s ballot will be accepted as valid, tends to increase voters’ confidence in the process, and promotes more rapid determination of election results.

Some members of the ad hoc Committee believe states should consider moving up the deadline by which election officials must receive absentee ballots for them to be valid; others on the ad hoc Committee are concerned that such a change could potentially cause the disqualification of ballots from eligible voters through no fault of their own, because of USPS or other delays. Fortunately, in the 2020 election, very few ballots were received after Election Day, even in states where the deadline changed and became shorter close to Election Day. As a matter of practice, a majority of states require absentee ballots to be received by the time the polls close on Election Day, but some states accept absentee ballots from domestic voters as many as ten days after Election Day. The primary benefit of shortening periods for the receipt of ballots is to reduce the extent to which an election’s apparent results continue to change after Election Day, shifts which could affect voter trust in election results. This benefit should be weighed against the risk of disqualifying ballots cast by eligible voters solely on the ground that their receipt was untimely. Informing voters of deadlines early and stressing pertinent deadlines as the election approaches can minimize the risk of disqualification.

States should similarly review their deadlines for voters to request absentee ballots, balancing the benefits for election administration and trust with the risks of additional burdens on voters. Many states require absentee ballot requests to be submitted between four and ten days before Election Day. Those on the Committee who support earlier deadlines argue that requiring voters to request absentee ballots more than a day or two before Election Day makes it more practicable for states to require that election officials receive completed absentee ballots by the close of polls on Election Day. They argue that such earlier deadlines have the additional benefit of ensuring that requestors have sufficient time to receive their ballots by mail, complete them, return them by mail, ensure that election officials receive them, and address any problems with the completion or transmission of the ballots.

States should permit election officials to begin pre-processing completed absentee ballots well in advance of Election Day. Pre-processing generally involves performing all of the steps to determine a ballot’s validity—and, depending on the jurisdiction, scanning a ballot for tabulation—without actually calculating or revealing the tallies. States that receive substantial quantities of absentee ballots but do not permit election officials to begin processing them until shortly before Election Day—or, even worse, on Election Day—are likely to have substantial delays in determining unofficial election results. To the extent the political preferences of people who vote in person differ from people who choose to cast absentee ballots, pre-processing delays are also likely to cause the ballot tallies to shift between Election Night and completion of the initial tally. Allowing officials to begin pre-processing absentee ballots at least ten days before Election Day is an easy way to improve election administration without burdening voters or giving either political party an advantage.

Finally, there are many steps that states can take to streamline the process for dealing with curing ballots and processing and counting ballots. See Recommendation 18.

Recommendation 6

**States should reform election administration to ensure ample and robust voting opportunities for all eligible voters and promote public confidence in the electoral process.**

States should assess their electoral systems holistically to ensure they are providing ample and robust voting opportunities—particularly for members of historically marginalized communities—in ways that promote public confidence in the electoral process. Historically, states delegated primary responsibility for administering elections to county and local officials. This responsibility often carried with it delegations of authority to promulgate rules governing
important aspects of the voting process. Even today, many states continue to grant local officials discretion—at least to some extent—over a range of issues, including hours and locations for early voting, use of drop boxes, the canvassing process, and other policies that may substantially impact people’s opportunity to vote or have their votes counted.64 Sometimes, election officials take it upon themselves to implement unique policies. In the 2020 election in the midst of the pandemic, for example, 24-hour voting and drive-thru voting was available only for voters in a single county in Texas;65 the legislature subsequently banned the practice.66

Differences among county policies may disproportionately impact voters in counties with fewer financial resources or who face other obstacles to voting. States should consider enacting laws to standardize rules that substantially impact voters’ opportunities to cast ballots, as well as the rules for canvassing ballots and determining their validity. Similarly, election officials should likewise seek to harmonize their policies or guidelines, where they have the authority to do so and it would be practicable, to bring about more statewide uniformity. Greater uniformity may also bolster public confidence in the electoral process, by reducing potential perceptions that the rules governing the electoral process facilitate voting to a greater extent in areas of a state that favor a particular political party. While genuine differences exist between rural and urban counties that might justify different policies on certain aspects of the voting process, increasing uniformity and consistency can help promote confidence in the process. Uniformity across counties regarding most substantive rules for obtaining, casting, and counting ballots would typically be the best way of equalizing voting opportunities. With regard to resources, such as funding or the number of polling places or drop boxes, in contrast, the best way to promote equal voting opportunities among counties will often be to allocate them on a pro rata or proportional basis in each jurisdiction.67

Congress should also reform the National Voter Registration Act68 and Help America Vote Act69 to bolster protections against eligible voters erroneously being removed from a state’s voter registration database (which often occurs disproportionately to members of racial minority communities) and ensure the information it contains is accurate and current. The current rules governing voter database maintenance are at least two decades old, and many of them predated the Internet. They are also unclear in several respects, leading to confusion and litigation.70

States should be required to take additional reasonable steps to ensure that efforts to update voter lists do not disproportionately target members of racial minority groups who are eligible to vote. For example, states should require election officials to cross-reference voter data against federal and state databases with methodologies that accurately report applicants’ or voters’ eligibility to vote, including their citizenship status, current residence, and whether the voter is deceased, incarcerated, or subject to a court determination of mental incompetence. Due process protections should be expanded to reduce the likelihood of eligible voters being erroneously removed from voter registration rolls, particularly without their knowledge. States such as Florida that require persons with felony convictions to complete all the terms of their sentences, including repaying fines and restitution, before having their voting rights restored71 should be required to provide timely, accurate information to both election officials and potential registrants to allow them to confirm their eligibility to register.

In addition, states should share voter information with each other to prevent duplicative records and ensure information remains current. States should likewise ensure the accuracy of the information in their voter databases and avoid procedures or algorithms for cross-referencing voter records with other databases that disproportionately and incorrectly flag racial minorities.72 For example, in 2019, Texas was forced to abandon an effort to update its voter registration records by confirming the citizenship of 98,000 registrants and investigate ineligible voters, because at least a quarter of those people had been erroneously identified as potential non-citizens despite having been naturalized before registering to vote.73 Ensuring that eligible voters are included in the voter registration database, while incorrect, outdated, or fraudulent records are corrected or removed, are nonpartisan goals that would greatly bolster public confidence in the electoral process and remove potential grounds for baseless conspiracy theories.

States should similarly revisit other aspects of their election administration rules to ensure they strike the appropriate balances among ensuring that all eligible voters—particularly members of historically marginalized and underrepresented groups—have adequate opportunity to cast their ballots and have them counted; minimizing the likelihood of mistakes, irregularities, accidents, fraud, or other problems that could impact the electoral process; and enhancing public confidence in the electoral system and its outcomes. For example, states should adopt reasonable requirements to allow election officials to authenticate absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots without imposing undue burdens on voters. One potential way of achieving this goal is to collect, for each voter, a driver’s license number, state non-driver ID number, or the last four digits of their social security number, and then require voters to put those numbers on their ballot request form and ballot

States should be required to take additional reasonable steps to ensure that efforts to update voter lists do not disproportionately target members of racial minority groups who are eligible to vote. For example, states should require election officials to cross-reference voter data against federal and state databases with methodologies that accurately report applicants’ or voters’ eligibility to vote, including their citizenship status, current residence, and whether the voter is deceased, incarcerated, or subject to a court determination of mental incompetence. Due process protections should be expanded to reduce the likelihood of eligible voters being erroneously removed from voter registration rolls, particularly without their knowledge. States such as Florida that require persons with felony convictions to complete all the terms of their sentences, including repaying fines and restitution, before having their voting rights restored71 should be required to provide timely, accurate information to both election officials and potential registrants to allow them to confirm their eligibility to register.

In addition, states should share voter information with each other to prevent duplicative records and ensure information remains current. States should likewise ensure the accuracy of the information in their voter databases and avoid procedures or algorithms for cross-referencing voter records with other databases that disproportionately and incorrectly flag racial minorities.72 For example, in 2019, Texas was forced to abandon an effort to update its voter registration records by confirming the citizenship of 98,000 registrants and investigate ineligible voters, because at least a quarter of those people had been erroneously identified as potential non-citizens despite having been naturalized before registering to vote.73 Ensuring that eligible voters are included in the voter registration database, while incorrect, outdated, or fraudulent records are corrected or removed, are nonpartisan goals that would greatly bolster public confidence in the electoral process and remove potential grounds for baseless conspiracy theories.

States should similarly revisit other aspects of their election administration rules to ensure they strike the appropriate balances among ensuring that all eligible voters—particularly members of historically marginalized and underrepresented groups—have adequate opportunity to cast their ballots and have them counted; minimizing the likelihood of mistakes, irregularities, accidents, fraud, or other problems that could impact the electoral process; and enhancing public confidence in the electoral system and its outcomes. For example, states should adopt reasonable requirements to allow election officials to authenticate absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots without imposing undue burdens on voters. One potential way of achieving this goal is to collect, for each voter, a driver’s license number, state non-driver ID number, or the last four digits of their social security number, and then require voters to put those numbers on their ballot request form and ballot

States should be required to take additional reasonable steps to ensure that efforts to update voter lists do not disproportionately target members of racial minority groups who are eligible to vote. For example, states should require election officials to cross-reference voter data against federal and state databases with methodologies that accurately report applicants’ or voters’ eligibility to vote, including their citizenship status, current residence, and whether the voter is deceased, incarcerated, or subject to a court determination of mental incompetence. Due process protections should be expanded to reduce the likelihood of eligible voters being erroneously removed from voter registration rolls, particularly without their knowledge. States such as Florida that require persons with felony convictions to complete all the terms of their sentences, including repaying fines and restitution, before having their voting rights restored71 should be required to provide timely, accurate information to both election officials and potential registrants to allow them to confirm their eligibility to register.

In addition, states should share voter information with each other to prevent duplicative records and ensure information remains current. States should likewise ensure the accuracy of the information in their voter databases and avoid procedures or algorithms for cross-referencing voter records with other databases that disproportionately and incorrectly flag racial minorities.72 For example, in 2019, Texas was forced to abandon an effort to update its voter registration records by confirming the citizenship of 98,000 registrants and investigate ineligible voters, because at least a quarter of those people had been erroneously identified as potential non-citizens despite having been naturalized before registering to vote.73 Ensuring that eligible voters are included in the voter registration database, while incorrect, outdated, or fraudulent records are corrected or removed, are nonpartisan goals that would greatly bolster public confidence in the electoral process and remove potential grounds for baseless conspiracy theories.

States should similarly revisit other aspects of their election administration rules to ensure they strike the appropriate balances among ensuring that all eligible voters—particularly members of historically marginalized and underrepresented groups—have adequate opportunity to cast their ballots and have them counted; minimizing the likelihood of mistakes, irregularities, accidents, fraud, or other problems that could impact the electoral process; and enhancing public confidence in the electoral system and its outcomes. For example, states should adopt reasonable requirements to allow election officials to authenticate absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots without imposing undue burdens on voters. One potential way of achieving this goal is to collect, for each voter, a driver’s license number, state non-driver ID number, or the last four digits of their social security number, and then require voters to put those numbers on their ballot request form and ballot
return envelope to confirm their identity. States that adopt such an approach must ensure they have collected such information from voters—particularly elderly and minority voters—before implementing this practice to ensure eligible voters are not denied ballots due to administrative problems.

Another example of a way states might choose to strike a balance among these goals is by allowing voters to return absentee ballots through dropboxes or at polling places, but allowing ballot collection and delivery only by the voter herself or a member of her immediate family, a caretaker, or other similar individual. Particularly in states that rely heavily on voting by mail, expanding access through dropboxes while limiting third parties’ involvement with absentee ballots may be one way to reduce barriers to voting while addressing concerns about potential election interference.

Recommendation 7

**Congress and the states should ensure adequate public funding for elections and fair, non-partisan allocation of any emergency private funding.**

One of the potentially least controversial ways to improve the administration of the 2024 election is to increase funding available for election officials. Congress should provide states with sufficient regular funding to conduct free, fair, and secure elections. It is important that such funding be regular so that election officials may include it in their budgets. When funding is sporadic, election officials may hoard funds in case unexpected needs arise, rather than spending them immediately to improve the system in the way Congress intended.²⁴

Among the main sources of election funding have been General Improvement Grants (more recently referred to as election security grants⁷⁵) administered through the U.S. Election Assistance Commission, which allow states to improve aspects of election administration they deem most pressing. Funding is uncertain and varies substantially each year. The 2018 Consolidated Appropriations Act made $380 million in funding available;²⁶ that figure dropped to $75 million in the Consolidated Appropriations Act for 2023.²⁷ Each state is guaranteed to receive at least $1 million if it satisfies a 20% match requirement,²⁸ down from a $3 million guarantee and a 5% match requirement in 2018.²⁹ Congress also appropriated $400 million in the CARES Act to help election officials attempt to remediate the threat that COVID-19 posed to the electoral process,³⁰ despite estimates that at least $2 billion was necessary.³¹ If Congress chooses to provide permanent, stable federal funding to improve the election administration process, it should be adopted in a non-partisan manner, without controversial conditions or riders that leverage such funding to compel states to adopt election-related rules favored by only one of the major parties.

“Congress should provide states with sufficient regular funding to conduct free, fair, and secure elections.”

States should similarly ensure adequate funding for local governmental entities such as counties or municipalities which are primarily responsible for conducting elections. Requiring municipal entities to fund their electoral systems mostly through locally raised funds may contribute to substantial disparities in per-voter election-related expenditures and corresponding inequities in voting opportunities. Increased election funding would allow election officials to improve election administration in a broad variety of ways, including hiring more personnel; updating voting machines and optical scan equipment; purchasing new equipment to process voter mail; enhancing network security; and increasing public engagement. States should also provide sufficient resources to local personnel to respond to unusually large and burdensome requests for copies of election-related records, which have become significantly more common since the 2020 election.³²

The availability of stable, predictable, sufficient public funding for elections recognizes that maintenance of the electoral process is a core governmental responsibility. During the 2020 election, the Center for Technology in Public Life—relying in large part on $350 million in donations from Mark Zuckerberg and Priscilla Chan³³—provided hundreds of millions of dollars...
in private funding to local election agencies throughout the nation. Election officials should not have to rely on private parties to ensure adequate funding of elections, though it may be necessary as a last resort in unforeseen crises. Accordingly, funding for election administration should be public, and election officials generally should not accept funds or other resources from private parties, with the possible exception of when extreme emergencies such as the onset of COVID-19 unexpectedly arise in the midst of an ongoing presidential election.

Election systems should not depend on such large infusions of funding from private sources. The possibility exists that some private funders might allocate grants in a partisan manner, giving unfair advantage to municipalities or areas of a state believed to favor the funder’s preferred candidates. And private funding may undermine public confidence in the electoral system, leading some voters to believe that wealthy benefactors are manipulating the system to gain preferential treatment or unfair advantages for their preferred parties or candidates. Many states have enacted statutes completely prohibiting private parties from providing election funding or strictly limiting it.84

States that choose to accept private funding in emergency circumstances should ensure any allocation of such contributions occurs in a fair, non-partisan manner, according to a transparent formula. One example of a potentially effective way of allaying concerns about private funding of election administration would be to require that any private emergency funding be provided to the state’s Chief Election Officer, to be disbursed proportionally among counties based on their respective numbers of registered voters. Any such restrictions on private funding should contain express exceptions allowing election officials to continue to accept donations of space on private property to use as polling locations, as well as bottled water to distribute to voters at polling locations. These laws should further clarify that election officials acting in their individual capacities may accept pro bono legal representation for acts performed in the course of their duties, to the extent permitted by generally applicable restrictions on gratuities and gifts to public officers.85

MEDIA AND SOCIAL MEDIA RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2024

Recommendation 8

News organizations and nonprofits should fund, develop, and implement training workshops to improve reporters’ understanding of election processes and relevant election law, and to help develop relationships between election professionals and journalists. Special attention should be paid to helping local and non-English language news outlets.

The media’s coverage of election administration has improved substantially in recent years. News outlets published a number of impressive pieces during and after the 2020 election explaining the process by which an accurate vote count is conducted and debunking misinformation about the process. In addition, several major outlets have assigned teams of reporters and editors to cover elections and democracy.

Still, the percentage of Americans who express doubts about the legitimacy of elections remains alarmingly high. Social media and alternative “news” outlets claiming to be unbiased continue to proliferate and to spread misinformation, fueling uncertainty and distrust.

In addition, public trust in the media remains low and mainstream news organizations — especially at the local level — are losing staff and resources at a rapid rate. Bankruptcies in news organizations are only exacerbating this problem. As a result, experienced journalists who covered past elections will likely be replaced, if at all, in 2024 by reporters who are new to the beat and are spread thin across a number of issues, leaving them with little time to learn the intricacies of the election process.

Those seeking to undermine trust in the voting process have exploited these factors, making it more crucial than ever for the media to improve its coverage of elections and democracy. News outlets must act quickly to train reporters and editors on how to meet these challenges as we approach what will be an especially fierce battle for votes in 2024.

In particular, we recommend the following:

- Media outlets and reporting programs should offer more courses and workshops on the mechanics of running elections. Journalists need to understand the complexities of the voting process so that they can inform the public and more easily recognize false and misleading information. This training should include coverage of the basics of election administration and election law, and also provide advice to reporters on how to cover the spread of misinformation without amplifying it. If possible, journalists should be instructed on other potential threats to safe and secure elections, such as cyberattacks and AI tools.

This training can be provided at journalism schools or as part of professional development programs, such as those.
offered to journalists by the Poynter Institute, the American Press Institute, the National Press Foundation, and other nonprofits. Several of these groups have provided guidance on covering elections in recent years, and we encourage them to continue and expand their offerings.

Resource guides are especially helpful for reporters who are new to the topic and working on a tight deadline. The American Press Institute and a project called Election SOS compiled a list of nonpartisan election administration experts for reporters to consult as sources in 2022. We encourage the expansion and updating of such lists.

These guides could also include contact information for the many organizations involved in overseeing elections, such as the National Association of Secretaries of State, the Election Center, the U.S. Election Assistance Commission, and the Federal Election Commission. There are also numerous nonprofits, such as the Bipartisan Policy Center, that work closely with election officials and are valuable sources of expertise. Election experts should try to make themselves available whenever possible to members of the media.

• **Journalists should try to connect with local election officials before Election Day controversies and misinformation emerge.** Election officials should also reach out to local media as early as possible to help ensure accurate coverage. These frontline professionals know more than anyone about how the process works, the challenges they face, and the questions voters most frequently ask. One valuable approach is to bring journalists in for extensive tours of election offices, which helps them learn about the process and in turn better explain it to voters. Facilitating these connections also helps ensure that reporters can get timely answers to questions when they arise.

• **We recommend that all these efforts be directed at as broad an audience of journalists as possible, especially reporters and editors from non-English media outlets.** For example, the nation’s Hispanic voters are increasingly reliant on social media for information, which makes them more susceptible to online misinformation. However, this misinformation is more likely to be in Spanish than in English. Online Vietnamese misinformation has also reportedly circulated widely in the American Vietnamese community, seemingly helping to inspire, for instance, the flag of South Vietnam being flown at the Capitol on January 6. Translating 2024 coverage into locally predominant languages will also be important for English-language outlets.

### Recommendation 9

The media should make a special effort to inform the public about the process of counting ballots and when the public should expect complete results, framing incomplete results as “too early to call” rather than as one candidate being “in the lead.”

In light of the growing use of mail ballots, we recommend that the media make a special effort to inform the public about the process of counting ballots and when they can expect complete results. It appears that many voters were confused in 2020 by the shift in vote margins after the evening of the election, which was the result of the ongoing count of legitimate mail ballots. This shift created an opening for people on the losing side to allege widespread fraud and seek to undermine confidence in the election. While media outlets tried to prepare voters for this so-called “blue shift” or “red mirage” in 2020, more needs to be done in 2024. It is crucial that news stories about elections repeatedly and clearly explain how voters’ ballots are being counted, how many ballots remain to be counted, and when final results might be available. Election night projections based on partial returns should be avoided or only made when news outlets have the highest confidence in their accuracy.

In particular, media should avoid framing incomplete results before many ballots are tallied as a candidate being “in the lead.” The better framing is that in such races results are “too early to call.”

As jurisdictions follow Recommendation 5 on speeding the production of election results, the need for this recommendation will diminish over time.

### Recommendation 10

Journalists should continue prioritizing accuracy over false equivalence in their coverage of election-related issues and disputes. When reporting on demonstrably false claims, journalists should use the “truth sandwich” approach — i.e., start with the facts, describe the false claim, and then explain why the claim is inaccurate.

Too many journalists treat both sides of debates over election integrity as equally valid even when one side bases its arguments on clear falsehoods. This style of coverage does a disservice to the public. Journalists can maintain political neutrality while still reporting the truth. Avoiding “he said,” “she said” coverage will better inform their audience.
Journalists reporting on demonstrably false misinformation should strive to begin their stories with the facts before describing the falsehood and then reiterating the facts. The purpose of this so-called “truth sandwich” is to avoid amplifying misinformation by giving it credibility and too much prominence. Journalists should also avoid repeating words and phrases used by those spreading the misinformation such as “the election was rigged.”

“TRUTH SANDWICH”

Linguist George Lakoff defines a “truth sandwich” this way:91

1. Start with the truth. The first frame gets the advantage.
2. Indicate the lie. Avoid amplifying the specific language if possible.
3. Return to the truth. Always repeat truths more than lies.”

Many news outlets have adopted this approach since 2020. However, the practice is far from universal, doing a disservice to voters.

Recommendation 11

Social media and website platforms should preserve their capacity to address false information about when, where, and how people vote and other threats to free and fair elections by maintaining policy and trust and safety teams, fact-checking programs, voter and election information centers, and transparency reports and tools. They should do so while recognizing the importance of robust political speech in a democracy.

In recent months, trust and safety teams have been reduced or eliminated at Meta, X (formerly known as Twitter), and Alphabet, diminishing the capacity of platforms to counter election misinformation and other potentially harmful content.92 Corresponding changes have been made to platform policies such as allowing denial of the legitimacy of the 2020 election on YouTube and reinstating Trump’s accounts on X, YouTube, and Facebook/Instagram.93 Fears have also grown that reduced platform transparency will diminish the ability of journalists, civic groups, and scholars to track and study misinformation. Meanwhile X in particular has alienated reliable sources of information such as NPR and PBS while opening itself to claims of partisan bias by hosting the campaign announcement of a 2024 Republican candidate for the presidency.94 Facebook’s CrowdTangle tool faces an uncertain future,95 and X and Reddit have imposed prohibitive costs on users of platform data,96 endangering research into content and behavior on the platforms.97

These reductions in content moderation capacity and data transparency threaten to worsen the information environment during the 2024 campaign.

Platforms must be careful in policing election-related speech to not squelch robust political speech that assists voters in making electoral choices.

Recommendation 12

Platforms should provide regular transparency and risk assessment reporting in the context of U.S. elections.

Stakeholders frequently object that platforms provide limited information about the details of their content moderation work and its impact on democratic processes and institutions. In response, platforms have provided more information regarding government demands such as requests for user data. But transparency into platform governance itself remains woefully limited. As a result, it can be difficult for researchers, journalists, and activists to respond meaningfully to problems they see on the platforms. This opacity has also enabled the spread of conspiracy theories about platform behavior.

All platforms should improve their transparency reporting by regularly providing detailed information about the scale of election misinformation and electoral interference and the steps that they are taking to address them. Platforms should also provide secure data access to researchers who can analyze behavioral data and translate it for non-specialist audiences, especially legislators, who need to know the nature
of the problems as they determine appropriate policy or legal responses. If platforms are unwilling to provide such access voluntarily, Congress should enact appropriate legislation.98

In addition to greater transparency, platforms should conduct risk assessments well in advance of the 2024 elections to identify key threats to the integrity of the electoral process. These assessments should be made public and/or vetted with non-company stakeholders and experts to ensure that they identify the most important risks and effective mitigation plans.

None of these steps should be onerous for the platforms. The largest ones are already subject to risk assessment and transparency requirements under the EU’s recently adopted Digital Services Act, which include threats to democratic institutions. They have no excuse to avoid such reviews in the context of similar threats in the U.S.

POLITICS AND NORMS
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2024

Recommendation 13

Election officials, government leaders, and others should embrace the democratic principle that all eligible voters, and only eligible voters, should be able to register and vote in a fair election free of intimidation with orderly vote counting. Should unexpected events occur during elections, they should rely as much as possible on existing election rules and infrastructure to run elections. If new measures must be taken, they must honor the principle of allowing all and only eligible voters to vote freely and fairly.

Our core democratic commitment is to a system that accurately reveals the will of the people in all stages of voting and representation. This can only happen if the electoral system fosters conditions and rules that do the following:

1. They enable voters to make choices that are informed (that result from having, for example, freedom of speech, association, and the press) and autonomous (that result from being free of intimidation and undue influence);
2. They encourage full and inclusive participation; and
3. They secure the process of casting and counting ballots from fraud and error.

Although laws govern the conduct of democratic elections, they are also shaped by a set of informal norms. We should strive for a system that upholds democratic principles that are embodied in both law and norms, one in which all eligible voters, and only eligible voters, can easily cast a vote free of intimidation that can be fairly and accurately counted.

Striking a reasonable balance between competing values of full participation and fraud prevention is a necessary and critical goal, one that must be evidence-based, resolved in good faith, and favoring no party over another.

Given high political polarization, election officials’ actions will, for better or worse, be subject to intense scrutiny of political actors, the media, and the public. It must be clear that their work upholds the aforementioned principles. To the extent that special circumstances arise during elections, such as natural disasters, election officials should rely, as much as possible, on existing procedures available to address these scenarios. See Recommendation 2 (in the law section of this report). If appropriate, some procedures for military and overseas (UOCAVA) voters, which have long been implemented to allow American citizens overseas to cast their ballots, might present one potential solution to problems that arise.99 If it is impossible to use any existing procedures to address special circumstances, election officials must implement procedures that best reflect commitment to the aforementioned principles.

Recommendation 14

Losers of fair elections should quickly accept election results. Challenges to election results should only be undertaken pursuant to state and local rules for recounts or contests or under state or federal statutory or constitutional law when there is clear and convincing evidence that democratic principles have been violated. Should post-election disputes arise, they should be resolved consistent with fair election principles, established and trusted practices, and in good faith.
A winner-take-all mentality in a time of high political polarization contributes to claims of stolen and rigged elections. Elected officials, political leaders, and others should embrace basic democratic principles about fair election contestation and should continue to ensure the peaceful transition of power and acceptance of election results when on the losing end of a hard-fought, but fair, election. Candidates, parties, and others have every right to raise bona fide legal claims to resolve close elections or remedy serious election irregularities and mishaps; but lawsuits should not be brought for frivolous reasons or to delay certification of elections or peaceful transfers of power.

“Even if unsubstantiated challenges to election results ultimately fail on the merits, they damage public confidence in elections and disturb the peaceful transition of power.”

Once fair election decisions are final, losers should concede rather than raise unsubstantiated claims of fraud or incompetence. Even if unsubstantiated challenges to election results ultimately fail on the merits, they damage public confidence in elections and disturb the peaceful transition of power. Post-election challenges should thus be undertaken only pursuant to recount and contest provisions, federal statutory law, or under federal constitutional law when there is strong evidence that democratic principles have been violated in the election process. When election officials or other actors attempt to use the dispute process in bad faith, to overturn or delegitimize an election, it should be roundly condemned by both parties and outside groups, including the Commission described in Recommendation 15.

Nonprofit organizations and foundations should establish an independent bipartisan Commission well before the election to gather and amplify prominent pro-democracy voices warning against the erosion of core democratic norms. The Commission should alert the public to instances of democratic erosion, encourage candidates and other political actors to embrace pro-democracy norms, and weigh in post-election, if necessary, to promote resolution of election disputes in a manner that is consistent with democratic principles.

Nonprofit organizations and foundations should establish a blue-ribbon Commission far in advance of the 2024 general election to clarify, reaffirm, and communicate to the public the commitment to basic electoral norms. It should also plan for various emergency contingencies that could occur in the 2024 election and offer disseminate solutions to stakeholders far in advance of the election.

Filling the Commission’s membership with credible and powerful pro-democracy messengers is of the utmost importance in ensuring the Commission’s maximal impact. Thus, it should have extensive national and state bipartisan representation. Initially, the priority of the Commission is to include members from the political arena, including former officials who have been elected to statewide or national office. Former public officials who have served in prominent offices, for instance former presidents, congresspersons, governors, etc., from both parties, would be especially valued members of the Commission. The political composition of former political officials should, at a minimum, be balanced to guard against any perceptions or reality that the Commission serves a partisan aim.

The Commission should solicit the participation of notable and trusted individuals who are prominent outside of politics, for instance in entertainment, sports, and business. These individuals would help the Commission reach a wide audience and help reinforce the notion that democratic norms are a concern for every member of society, not only those who are highly politically engaged. Moreover, the Commission should also include members from traditionally underrepresented groups, including racial, ethnic, and language minorities, and persons of differing abilities. Finally, to ensure that the Commission has relevant expertise at its disposal, it should also include as members or advisors subject matter experts from a variety of fields, including election administration, public health, civil rights, media, and democratic norms.

Recommendation 15

Recommending 15

Nonprofit organizations and foundations should establish an independent bipartisan Commission well before the election to gather and amplify prominent pro-democracy voices warning against the erosion of core democratic norms. The Commission should alert the public to instances of democratic erosion, encourage candidates and other political actors to embrace pro-democracy norms, and weigh in post-election, if necessary, to promote resolution of election disputes in a manner that is consistent with democratic principles.

Nonprofit organizations and foundations should establish a blue-ribbon Commission far in advance of the 2024 general election to clarify, reaffirm, and communicate to the public
as possible. Partisan fragmentation of media markets, as well as proliferation of social media platforms, make it difficult to reach a wide audience easily. The Commission should develop competence and make connections necessary to disseminate its messages as widely as possible.

After the Commission adopts its set of principles, it should urge voters and groups to get commitments from politicians, other political actors, and election officials to pledge to adhere to these principles in the upcoming election for the sake of preserving system legitimacy and stability. The Commission should also monitor current events. If it determines that democratic norms are violated and if otherwise appropriate, it should issue warnings and condemn such behavior. It is important that condemnation of political actors come from members of the Commission who are of the same party as those violating democratic norms. It is also important that the Commission condemn norm-violating behavior from all actors. If it determines that certain emergency contingencies pose significant risk of disrupting the election, it should work with stakeholders and experts on and off the Commission to highlight such risks and devise solutions as much ahead of the election as possible.

The Commission should remain available post-election in the event there are disputes over 2024 election results. In a post-election environment, the Commission should weigh in, as appropriate, on the conduct of the campaigns and other political actors in terms of the democratic norms that the Commission articulated at the first stage of its work. The initial Commission work should be funded by an array of foundations, and efforts after the election might be directed into needed legislation to fill in gaps and problems that cannot be handled by voluntary efforts alone.

**Recommendation 16**

Threats to the administration of elections, from pandemics to natural disasters such as hurricanes, significantly increase the costs of elections. Congress and states should create escrowed funds to deal with increased election costs that might be incurred in the future.

Non-political threats to elections, for instance pandemics and natural disasters, can nevertheless produce deleterious political repercussions and affect the public’s perception of elections’ legitimacy. Covid will not be the last pandemic. And hurricanes like Michael (Category V) that hit Florida’s panhandle weeks before the 2018 midterm election are likely to be more common. Being prepared for the full administrative and political consequences of these non-political threats will require more than having ready emergency plans. See Recommendation 2 (in the law section of this report). Financial commitments to these plans are vital for the short and long term.

**TECH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2024**

**Recommendation 17**

Election administrators should review and strengthen measures to secure election systems against insider threats, such as mandatory background checks for vendors and staff with access to critical systems, access controls, and robust chain-of-custody procedures.

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security defines an “insider threat” as “the potential for an insider to use their authorized access or understanding of an organization to harm that organization.” These threats can manifest in various ways, including cybersecurity incidents, violence, sabotage, espionage, and theft. Insider threat mitigation strategies and measures have long been an important component of cybersecurity resiliency plans of public and private organizations, as well as for election infrastructure. However, there is uneven implementation of robust insider threat protections in state and local election offices across the country.

Unfortunately, some insiders have recently attempted to undermine or harm our elections. While these insiders have been unsuccessful at altering election outcomes, their actions have further eroded public confidence in our elections. Fortunately, there are established common-sense solutions to mitigate these threats, which can also serve to help restore and retain the public’s trust in our election administration system.
While these insiders have been unsuccessful at altering election outcomes, their actions have further eroded public confidence in our elections."

The U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency has identified basic insider threat mitigation strategies that apply to all critical infrastructure sectors. Recommended tools include database monitoring (to track transactions and block unauthorized access), whitelisting (to block any unauthorized program from being placed on a network), and network flow analysis (to monitor data packets). In addition, CISA published the “Election Infrastructure Insider Threat Mitigation Guide,” which provides an overview of insider threat mitigation measures for the election infrastructure sector.

Insider threat tools and measures will vary across election offices because insider threat approaches should be tailored based on “the unique nature of their operating environment.” However, there are at least three mitigation strategies that can be implemented by all, or almost all, elections administrators across the country before the 2024 presidential election.

(1) Election administrators should implement appropriate access controls that limit the level of physical or digital access an individual has to critical systems or structures using the principle of “least privilege,” which only grants access to systems when required to perform their essential functions. Access controls can include video surveillance systems and entry logs of voting equipment storage facilities or require bipartisan pairs to access or change certain information.

(2) Election administrators should review and, as necessary, strengthen their chain-of-custody procedures. CISA notes that “[c]hain of custody is a transparent process to track the movement and control of physical and digital assets by documenting each person and organization that handled an asset; the date and time it was collected, transported, or transferred; and why the asset was handled.” As CISA has recommended, “[e]very election office should have written chain of custody procedures available for public inspection prior to every election ... [because it] is essential to a transparent and trustworthy election.” Robust chain of custody procedures can serve as a deterrent for potential bad actors, and limit the risk that improperly access and manipulation of election systems or assets by threat actors is undetected. The U.S. Election Assistance Commission has identified chain of custody best practices for elections.

(3) Election officials should implement mandatory background checks for full-time, part-time, temporary or seasonal staff, vendors, and contractors. This is especially important in the elections sector as “[e]very two years, election officials collectively hire over 1 million [workers—] the largest one-day workforce in the nation for a low-paying weekday 10-14 hour stint.” Colorado, a leader in addressing election threats, has adopted a regulation that restricts voting system access to individuals who have passed a background check and are an employee of the county, a voting system provider, or the secretary of state’s office.

Election officials also should be mindful of the appropriate record retention timelines for the documents, videos and other materials created as part of the recommendations above. The timeline should mirror the applicable statutory election materials retention schedule. For federal elections, the retention period is 22 months. State law may require a longer retention period.

Recommendation 18

Election administrators should implement commonsense security and transparency measures that could help to bolster public confidence in elections, including enhanced ballot tracking systems that monitor the delivery, return, and processing of ballots; tools to allow voters to update missing information on ballot envelopes; post-election audits; and measures such as robust electronic pollbook systems and vote centers that aid in shortening the canvass (vote-counting) period.

Ballot tracking systems have been used in many jurisdictions for nearly a decade. Many started as simple outbound and inbound tracking systems only, with voters required to log in to a web service to see their ballot status. Over the years these systems expanded to offer text alerts about ballot status, but many of these systems still only track a few points of ballot processing (such as initial mailing, return received status, and in some cases scanned status).

The benefits to voters of these services include:

- Ballot-tracking technology lets the voter see that their ballot is on its way to them and whether it has safely arrived once they have mailed it in.
- The voter’s choices remain totally private because voters still need to mail or drop off their ballot; the technology does not give the government a new way to track citizens.
Voters can sign up for proactive updates or alerts about their ballot.115 Ballot tracking may help to increase public confidence and engage a larger portion of the electorate with the state’s elections system. But, funding permitting, additional features could offer more opportunities to bolster public confidence at a time when it is urgently needed.

First, election officials should expand the tracking points of voters’ ballots. Technology exists in the medical field to track tissue samples from the doorstep of a doctor’s office to a medical lab.116 These devices can be retrofitted and attached to existing ballot drop boxes. This would allow a voter to scan their ballot when it is deposited into the drop box, immediately providing an alert to the voter’s mobile device, verifying that the voter’s ballot has been secured in the drop box. Ballots would be scanned only when they are fully deposited into the drop box.

From this point, election officials should add scan points at every step along the way through final scanning. Additional tracking points should include:

• Arrival at the central count facility from drop box pickup (using in-bound ballot sorting systems, or individual hand scanning for smaller jurisdictions).117
• Signature verification stage (scan point captured during ballot signature capture).118 The voter should be alerted that their ballot and/or signature is under review.
• Signature adjudication phase, which is the point where the voter’s signature is verified, requires further review, or has been rejected (and, if rejected, notifications should alert the voter as to how to cure the deficient signature119).
• Opening phase. The voter should be alerted once their eligibility has been confirmed, and the ballot return envelope has been authorized for opening.
• Final scanning phase. At the point when the ballot has been separated from its envelope and can no longer be tracked as a single packet, the voter should receive an alert that their ballot has been sent for counting.

Use of independent verification technology (end-to-end verifiability technology, which can allow voters to verify that their individual ballots are counted in an election) should be considered in order to provide the final critical alert that the voter’s ballot has in fact been included in the tally. While use of end-to-end technology is not in widespread use, this addition would likely enhance voter confidence for those voters looking for added security. Election officials in Idaho, Wisconsin and a limited number of other states have piloted ElectionGuard, a technology product that enables independent verification.120

Second, election officials should consider implementing robust tracking technology in post-election audits. In many post-election audits, “batches” of ballots are randomly selected for auditing. Each ballot within these batches can be assigned barcodes that is scanned at each point as the ballot proceeds through the audit process. This type of tracking can be used to measure the productivity of ballot auditing boards, track identified precincts, and verify that the ballots identified for audit have in fact been included in the audit process. This technology is fairly easy to implement and can be used in risk limiting audits as well as standard post-election manual tally audits.

Third, election officials should make efforts to shorten the canvass period, which is often a source of distrust for some voters. Shortening the ballot processing period could help to increase confidence of members of the media, campaigns and voters alike. Uses of technology to shorten the canvas period includes, but are not limited to:

• Deploying e-pollbook systems for use at voter check-in points in polling places or vote centers. Election officials should consider, depending upon their state laws, allowing voters to update their registration data at the point of check in, which would eliminate manual data entry post-election.
• Consider the use of vote centers, if allowed under state law, combined with e-pollbooks to allow voters to vote in any precinct. Vote centers eliminate many provisional ballots, which removes a lengthy post-election component of processing.
• Take steps to streamline and speed up the process by which voters supply missing information necessary to process their vote-by-mail or provisional ballots.

Election officials should take a proactive approach to these recommendations as most are not required under state election laws. While not mandated, they can serve to improve voter confidence while providing a positive narrative against mis- and disinformation.
Recommendation 19

Election officials should avoid and prohibit the use of electronic ballot return, except for voters who have no other means at all of returning a voted paper ballot.

A wealth of scientific studies have concluded that there is no known method to guarantee the security of a voted ballot returned through the internet. This includes return by e-mail, upload, fax, phone, or dedicated app (all of which use the internet). In addition, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, the Election Assistance Commission, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and other federal bodies have repeatedly issued warnings to states urging them not to implement Internet-based voting.

The Federal Voting Assistance Program (fvap.gov) has many programs to assist overseas and military voters in getting prompt access to and expedited return of paper ballots. With respect to voters with disabilities, election officials should continue to explore means other than internet voting by which to accommodate voters with disabilities, including assistance voting by mail and remote accessible vote-by-mail systems.

Jurisdictions should consider electronic ballot return only when there is no alternative means for voting and a voter faces a severe risk of disenfranchisement.

Recommendation 20

In jurisdictions of over 1000 voters, paper ballots should be tabulated by optical-scan computers; ballots should be tabulated in smaller jurisdictions either by optical-scan computers or by hand counting. Post-election audits should be conducted by human inspection of the human-readable portions of the paper ballots.

Studies show that optical-scan computers are quite accurate in counting votes and make fewer mistakes than humans. In addition, hand counting is slow. This concern is more significant in the United States, which tends to have longer ballots than other countries. A recent report notes that “[c]ounting all of the contests on them by hand introduces delay, which itself causes uncertainty and makes room for unfounded claims of fraud.” Of course, election officials using optical scanners to obtain election results should implement best practices to protect against election interference (intentional or unintentional), such as rigorous logic and accuracy testing and robust post-election audits.

Despite the slowness of hand counting, it is an essential feature of post-election audits, which use such counting of a sample of ballots to confirm that the machine-read count is accurate.

Recommendation 21

Where state laws allow citizens to request recounts, election administrators should organize procedures in advance to make manual recounts of paper ballots substantively available at reasonable cost.

Many states provide for on-demand recounts with reasonable labor costs paid by the authorized requestor. However, ballot-handling practices adopted by some jurisdictions in the past few years make it extremely time-consuming (and thus expensive) to find and sort the relevant ballots before counting them. For example, some systems mingle precincts, towns, or subdivisions together through the use of vote centers or in the way they collect mail-in ballots. In such cases, the cost of recounts can increase by factors of three or even ten. When recounts are available only to those with substantial resources, citizens may become mistrustful of election results.

Election officials should establish procedures to sort mail-in or dropbox ballot envelopes into precincts before opening them. This can be done by hand or, as many jurisdictions do, using readily available high-speed envelope sorters.

Recommendation 22

For states that voluntarily agree, the U.S. Election Assistance Commission should build an online tool to allow paperless voter registration for all eligible voters using the National Voter Registration Form.

Pursuant to the National Voter Registration Act, the U.S. Election Assistance Commission developed a voter registration form that each state must accept and use (National Voter Registration Form or National Form) for use in federal elections. Currently, all registrants who use the National Form must print out the paper form and submit it to the appropriate state or local election authority. The EAC does not have an online tool that would allow qualified voters to complete or submit the National Form paperlessly. It should develop and implement such a tool in time for the 2024 election.

The benefits of online voter registration (OVR), which include cost savings and more accurate voter registration lists, have long been understood by state and local election officials,
policymakers, and appropriators. OVR was first offered in 2002 in Arizona,\(^\text{132}\) which saw voter registration costs plummet from 83 cents per form to 3 cents per online voter registration form by 2014.\(^\text{133}\) By removing the need for a data entry clerk at an election official’s office to manually enter data from a paper form into an electronic database, OVR not only saves time and money, but it also decreases data entry errors, resulting in more accurate voter registration lists and better election security.

Today, forty-two states offer online voter registration.\(^\text{134}\) Because state voter registration requirements and options vary by state, each OVR state has a unique online voter registration tool and voter registration database. For example, some states require registrants to provide the last four digits of their social security number, while at least one state requires registrants to provide their full social security number.\(^\text{135}\) Some states allow registrants to identify as a member of a political party (which often determines in which primary elections the registrant can participate), and some do not.\(^\text{136}\)

In some OVR states, outside groups have built or use online tools that allow any agency or group with state authorization to seamlessly transfer voter registration applicant information to the state voter registration database.\(^\text{137}\) The 2014 Presidential Commission on Election Administration encouraged the use of these tools, stating, “The Commission strongly recommends not only that states adopt online voter registration, but that they do so in a way that allows secure and direct data entry by prospective voters through multiple web-based internet portals approved by the state.”\(^\text{138}\)

The EAC is the only agency authorized to offer voter registration on a national form. As most states have now embraced OVR, it is time for the EAC to offer eligible voters the ability to submit the National Form paperlessly. To seamlessly transfer registrant data to individual states, this tool would require state-specific implementations, which should be built in partnership with the individual states on a voluntary basis. We recommend the EAC build an online tool that will allow National Form registrants to submit their applications paperlessly on a state-by-state basis as the EAC obtains permission from the individual states. The EAC would only be gathering the information for states; it would not be creating any kind of national voter registration database.

Recommendation 23

Election officials should obtain a .gov domain for an authenticated internet presence.

Election officials should obtain a .gov internet domain. The .gov domain is a top-level domain name that was established to easily identify official government accounts. Because .gov is only available to bona fide U.S.-based government organizations, its use signals trust and credibility, which is especially critical when election officials need to distribute important information about emergencies or other timely election administration information that may impact voters. Congress acknowledged this important benefit when it passed the DOTGOV Online Trust in Government Act of 2020, finding that “when online public services and official communications from any level and branch of government use the .gov internet domain, they are easily recognized as official and difficult to impersonate.”\(^\text{139}\) In addition, the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provide free monitoring of namespace issued to .gov users. Obstacles and fees facing election officials attempting to migrate to a .gov domain have recently been reduced or eliminated.\(^\text{140}\) In 2021, CISA took over responsibility for administering the .gov program, and announced that the $400 annual fee would be eliminated.\(^\text{141}\)

Recommendation 24

Federal agencies should prepare election officials and voters to respond to artificial intelligence risks in 2024 and invest in technological innovation to defend against AI-enhanced cyberattacks on election infrastructure.

Broader deployment of AI-supported systems has led to legitimate concern regarding the possible increase of risk to elections and democracy as a whole. CISA should take steps to identify and educate election officials and the public on possible risks posed by broader deployment of AI-supported technology and possible mitigations to those risks. To do this CISA should convene AI developers, technology companies, researchers, civic organizations, and election officials to anticipate, evaluate and prepare for AI-related risks to the 2024 election. Specifically, CISA should evaluate the risks posed by AI—deepfake tools and language models—and related election risks including disinformation campaigns,\(^\text{142}\) high-volume AI-generated messages to election officials and records requests from fake constituents; and AI-enhanced cyberattacks aimed at election infrastructure.\(^\text{143}\)
CONCLUSION

The 2020 elections confirmed that confidence in the fairness and legitimacy of the election system in the United States can no longer be taken for granted. Without the losing side accepting the results of a fair election as legitimate, the social fabric that holds democracy together can fray or tear.

It is a testament to election administrators and other responsible parties that the 2020 election was run without major problems and irregularities in the midst of a global pandemic and unprecedented attacks on the integrity of the electoral process. But those attacks have continued, and new threats have emerged with changes in political attitudes, technology, and the economy.

To meet these challenges, members of the Ad Hoc Committee for 2024 Election Fairness and Legitimacy have offered specific solutions in the areas of law, media, politics and norms, and tech that can bolster both the fairness of the 2024 electoral process and the public’s acceptance of the results. These suggestions are cross-ideological and meant to ensure a fair process, not to give any candidate or party any advantage.

Adoption of the Committee’s 24 recommendations would be a strong step forward toward a safer and fairer election in 2024, and for future elections.
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